Afternoon Clubs 2018/2019
Rhythm club (3+)
Teacher: Marie Lenka Novotná
A sense of rhythm is an essential skill, which is closely related to
speech development. Rhythm is one of the key audio elements from
which speech is built, and the preschool age is an important time in the
child’s life for building a good basis for this ability. Accompanied by an
African drum, during lessons, children learn about their body and
movement in space, through rhymes, folk songs, and games. Other
activities also include dancing and playing musical instruments, both
tools for the development of fine and gross motor skills.

Outdoor club (4+)
Teacher: Andrew Flach - 500 CZK per month
In this electronic, internet age, when more and more children are
leading sedentary lives, the principal goal of Outdoor Club is to take
them outside to engage nature, pursue sport and participate in a variety
of manual arts. Essentially, it is intended to be a return to an older,
slower and simpler but abundantly fruitful mode of living and
amusement. The knowledge and skills once a common inheritance to
our ancestors have become rarities in many quarters. Yet they are
more than worthy of our consideration and passing on to our youth for
the yields they afford in self-sufficiency and personal satisfaction.

Spanish club (3+)
Teacher: Yana Skalicka
The knowledge of languages is one of the most important tools a
person can have!! And the best way to learn a new one, is to enjoy and
have fun during the learning process! During the Spanish lessons the
children sing, dance, cook, play group games, learn traditional acting
songs, and make crafts. All of this in a very easy way, in order to get
the best from your children! Every week, the kids will get to take all their
projects, songs and recipes home!!

Ballet (4.5+) Taneční školička Ivy Cenkové - 500 CZK per month
External teacher
This club is organized by the Iva Cenkova Dance school (Taneční
školička Ivy Cenkové) which specializes in dance and ballet lessons
for kids of pre-school and school age. The lessons focus on the
children’s general movement development and dance skills. The
school cooperates with many teachers from the dance industry as
well as the National Theatre, so the programme can help your child
be accepted to Music school. The main aim of the lesson is for the
children to have fun and look forward to it every week.

Little Bobs (4+) Brainobrain (website) 1250 CZK per month
Veronika Kadlecová
Based on your interest we are bringing Brainobrain to our
kindergarten. Brainobrain is one of the world’s leading Children
Institutes for self-empowerment. Brainobrain Czech is the first
Children Academy in the Czech Republic, which is a unique skill
development programme, where they nurture the children’s brain
to develop some of the foundation skills for learning such as:
concentration and focus, excellent numerical skills, selfconfidence, self-empowerment, speed and accuracy, photographic memory, visualization, creativity,
memory, learning ability, listening skills, and decision making. The club is led by our teachers trained
by the Brainobrain master trainer.

Active club (4+)
teacher: Adéla Vardžáková
The "Active Club" will be based on outside activities, but can also
be moved inside depending on the weather. The children will
develop various movement skills, learn how to follow instructions,
and get to know their bodies better. This club can help your child
learn how to use their energy (which children have tons of!) in a
productive and positive way.

Nature Explorer (3+)
teacher: Jiřina Neudörflová, Adéla Vardžáková
This club will have two age groups. Both will focus on theoretical
and practical experiences connected with sciences (biology,
physics, chemistry) and other fields. In a very kid-friendly way, our
young scientists will explore and look after the garden, they will
explore the local neighbourhood, and its flora and fauna. They will
try to do playful and fun experiments, too. All of the topics will help
them understand how the world around them works.

Lego engineer 4+ Kiddum Exploration Centre for Kids
(website) - 600 CZK per month
External teacher
This programme is led by a trained LEGO Education instructor
from the Kiddum education centre. Lego Engineer is a LEGO ®
Education programme designed for kids to develop their
knowledge of the world that surrounds them. Through special
LEGO ® Education sets they find out how the human body
works, how animals move and many other topics. The children
get practical experience from solving problems, they develop
attention and patience. During this course, kids begin to explore
such areas of science as physics, mathematics, technology,
design. In addition, kids develop the technical and expressive
language skills, creative thinking and problem-solving skills,
teamwork skills and cooperation.

